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ATTENTION EVERYONE! ATTENTION! THIS IS AN EXTRA
EDITORIAL FOR ALL OF YOU INTERESTED IN SERVING
YOU FELLOW STUDENTS, BECOMING INVOLVED IN CAMPUS EVENTS, AND ACCOMPLISHING SOMETHING WHILE
HERE AT HOPE.
THERE ARE STILL SEVERAL UNCONTESTED SEATS IN
THE RACES FOR STUDENT CONGRESS.

y

WHILE MOST OF THE SPOTS HAVE BEEN FILLED AND-OR
WILL BE CONTESTED, THE FOLLOWING DORMSAPARTMENTS HAVE REALLY MESSED U P BECAUSE NO
ONE IS RUNNING FROM THEM, ACCORDING TO STUDENT
CONGRESS OFFICERS:

A

COLLEGE EAST-TWO SPOTS AVAILABLE
P H E L P S - T W O SPOTS AVAILABLE
PARKVIEW-ONE SPOT AVAILABLE
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Administrative
Flip-Flop
(Editor's Note: There has been
a lot of talk and action concerning alcohol and fraternities at
Hope this past week. Thus, we
are running a set or articles on
various aspects of it. While each
of these articles presents the
facts, they are facts coming from
different viewpoints. Instead of
straight news they should probably be considered more as
analysis. Your reactions to all of
them are welcome. Besides the
article below, the articles pertaining to this issue are under the
following headlines: "Police
Story," ''The President's
Response," and "Presenting a
Better Image.")
by Whitney Leigh
Two off-campus parties held on
September 2, 1986 (see related
article) caused a controversy involving students, the Hope Administration, fraternities, the
Holland Police, and community
residents. After a week full of accusations, fines, headlines, and
high level meetings, the Administration represented by
Susan Langejans, director of student activities, reached an
agreement that left both sides
smiling.
The question is, what happened?
Conflicts between students and
Holland police is not particularly
unusual news to students, and
probably not to the Administration either. What made the parties of September 2 of particular
interest was a piercing letter
w r i t t e n by M r s . J o n k e r McCormick that was printed in
the "Holland Sentinel" and the
Anchor (see last issue).
In her letter, Mrs. JonkerMcCormick described in vivid
detail a party in progress which
she watched and recorded from
her window. At this party,
asserted Mrs. JonkerMcCormick, students w e r e
drinking, abusing drugs, and being disorderly. According to her.

this party was typical of Hope
student parties where students
regularly engaged in illegal
alcohol abuse, drugs, and even
public procreation.
Although Mrs. JonkerMcCormick's article was fraught
with exageration, distortion, and
misinformation, it represented
the kind of bad press that forced
the Hope Administration to
react. The surprise was that it
would be Langejans who had to
voice the Administration's concerns.
L a n g e j a n s , w h o s e administrative duties were recently r e a r r a n g e d to i n c l u d e
fraternity-administrative relations, met with members of the
Cosmopolitan and Fraternal
fraternities and later with Dean
Real and A s s i s t a n t Dean
Johnston.
On Tuesday, September 9, the
fraternities were notified that
each member was to either pay
$200 in fines or complete 20 hours
of c o m m u n i t y s e r v i c e as
penalities for the parties. Failure
to comply would result in suspension of all fraternity rights and
priviledges.
The reasoning behind penalizing the entire fraternities was
due to the fact that the parties
were perceived as fraternity
events, and the college handbook
states that no college event can
serve alcohol without a license,
something these parties were apparently doing.
Langejans sited the following
reasons for labeling the parties
"fraternity events:"
1. The houses In which the
parties were held had the fraternities' Greek letters boldly
displayed on them.
2. Once people paid for their
beer, their hand was stamped
with an official fraternity stamp.
3. Organizers of the parties
were members of the fraternities.
4. The parties were verbally
CoiKMiiifd on rage 4
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DEADLINES FOR PETITIONS HAVE BEEN EXTENDED TO
THURSDAY SO GET YOURS IN NOW. DO YOURSELF AND
YOUR SCHOOL A FAVOR.

Humanities Hits Science
with "Psycho-Dentist
ir

Science met the humanities In
a very direct way last spring,
and people are still talking about
It.
Through Student Congress,
various students had their works
of art displayed throughout the
campus. This was a well accepted and noncontroverslal
achievement until "PsychoDentist: Fears from Childhood"
hit Peale Science Center.
And then you couldn't get people to stop talking about It.
According to Peter Estell, Student Congress Representative
from Park View last year, he
suggested to Congress that student artwork be hung around
campus for others to enjoy. This
proposal met with approval, and
Estell was appointed to chair a
committee to see the project
through.
With the help of art professor
Del Michael, Estell and his committee selected several paintings
to be displayed.
"Psycho-Dentist" was chosed,
according to Estell, "Because It
was done and the committee liked It."
"Dentist" was done by art major Joel Tanls, Inspired by "hearing BUI Cosby's comedy routine
about dentists and going to an orthodontist with really fat
fingers."
It was Tanls' fourth painting In
his "Psycho-Dentist" series
which he has been doing since
high school.
"I was experimenting around
with a new, spontaneous art
style," he explained when asked
how the garrlsh figure was
created.
The painting stands over six
feet tall and Is dominated by
bright colors. The dentist Is coming at whoever Is viewing the
painting with a hook. There Is
also a screaming face In the dentist's mirror and a skull In his left
eye.
"It was a dynamic piece of
art," stated psychology pro-

fessor Jane Dickie who had a
love-hate relationship with It.
On the one hand, she stated, "I
think colleges should have provacatlve art, theatre, and music
If possible and make people
think. I was glad It was there."
But on the other hand she felt
that "It should have had a limited
showing."
"I was concerned particularly
about young people being
frightened by the feature," she
explained, referring to kids she
had brought In for a class she
taught.
While Dickie could see some
value for displaying the picture,
psychology department chair
Phil Van Eyl could not.
"It was not particularly appealing to me," he stated. "It
had more of an Irritating effect."
Mathematics professor Elliot
Tanls disagreed, enjoying the
painting and wondering what all
the fuss was about.
"We walked Into this divisional
meeting and the dean (Brink)
started talking about this awful
piece of art that had just appeared," he stated.
After the meeting. In which
there was much discussion about
the piece, Tanls wrote a memo to
all science professors offering
them the chance to meet with the
artist—who happened to be his
son—and get an explanation of
what It was all about.
No one took Tanls up on his offer, and the controversy continued to rage.
One who enjoyed the discussion more than anything else was
biology professor Don Cronklte.
"I thought that was kind of
fun," he said.
He stated that the Initial problem was that the painting was
hung without a title, an apparent
overslte by the Student Congress
committee.
Discussion continued as to
what the painting was saying.
Was It a scientist? Was It a commentary against the sciences?

The overslte was quickly fixed
after the divisional meeting and
still discussion continued.
Cronklte stated that some professors thought It was just plain
ugly and shouldn't be there. They
didn't think It was appropriate
for Peale, he said.
Estell explained that the
reason It was hung In Peale was
because It needed a good amount
of space and the stairwell area
was perfect for It.
"Some thought It was very well
done and that was the problem
with It," Cronklte added.
Tanls (the artist) heard about
the controversy "mostly from
students and other profs who liked the painting...(they) told me
the 'new' Interpretations of It"
which ranged from what was
mentioned above to possibly having a connection with abortions.
"I kind of liked the controversy, actually," stated Tanls. "It
was an emotional painting. I
wanted a reaction of some kind
out of people. I thought some of It
was a bit extreme, but I found It
kind of funny."
"I hadn't thought anyone
would take offense at It," commented Estell.
The painting was taken down
In early summer and entered Into
the Holland Friends of Art 26th
Annual Art Show.
Judged by Judith Brown, an
artist from New York, It went on
to win Best of Show and first
place In the OH and Acrylic
category. Prize money amounted
to $400.
"I was not surprised to hear It
won an award In the show," said
Dickie.
The painting was then sold to a
dentist from Birmingham for
$550.
"They want to hang It In the office If they can find wall space
and are considering putting It on
the celling," stated Tanls. "The
guy's got a really good sense of
humor."
Continued on Page 12 -
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The Great Alcohol Controversy
Presenting a Better Image
Sue Langejans has been very
busy this past week.
The controversy sparked by
the police break-up of two parties
over the Labor Day Weekend
(see related article) forced the
Administration, centering on
Langejans, to react against what
they perceived to be fraternity
events.
While the penalities imposed
on t h e t w o f r a t e r n i t i e s — C o s m o p o l i t a n and
Fraternal—have been dropped,
Langejans does not see it as a
backing down by the Administration.
Quite to the contrary, she sees
it as a positive step in making the
fraternities think about their images and reputations.
She feels "good" about the
resolution to the entire affair.
The fraternities must submit a
letter stating "why they know it
is important to represent their
their fraternity with care" as
well as list the community ser-

vice projects they will' participate in this year (see related
article for more information).
"I think everyone feels better,
including me," said Langejans.
Her main concern os that the
"fraternity names are used with
care."
"I felt the names of those
fraternities had been used improperly (at the parties)," she
stated.
"But they weren't out trying to
break a rule (of the college),"
she added.
She admitted that after talking
to the leaders of the two fraternities, she realized that It was not
an official fraternity decision to
have the party and there was no
fraternity money used.
Before constructive discussion, however, Langejans felt
"strongly" thai they were fraternity events.
Why the quick decision and
harsh penalties?
"There was so much energy

going Into the situation coming
from so many places," she said,
that a decision based upon surface appearances was practically a necessity.
With both sides polarized, they
came together to discuss their
differences and work out a solution constructively.
"I felt both groups could see
where I was coming from,"
stated Langejans after the
meetings. And she apparently
saw where they were coming
from by dropping the penalties.
While Langejans Is sorry such
a series of events had to occur,
she hopes that everyone has
learned their lesson and that the
fraternities are on their way to
better presenting themselves to
the Hope and Holland communities.
This Is the first year Langejans
Is In charge of dealing with
fraternity events and thus far
has been a real learning experience and a "baptism by fire"
as one student observed.

The President's Response
with news
McPerson

editor

Theresa

Question: What Is your
response to the Incidents of
Labor Day Weekend?
Van Wylen: My first concern Is
the students themselves. I like to
think that our students are
reasonably self-dlsclpllned and
sensitive to others. I believe our
students should be concerned for
the college as a whole. I don't object to people drinking but excessive drinking and partying Is
a dangerous lifestyle for students
to fall Into."
Q: What would you like to see
on the part of fraternities and
sororities as goals for the year?
VW: I would welcome dialogue

with the fraternity and sorority
leaders as to ways they could
create more all campus activities that would not Involve
alcohol. I would like to see more
creative social activities planned.
I would also like to see more
support In the form of fraternity
and sorority backing campus
events such as convocation, the
Great P e r f o r m a n c e Series,
etc...A lot of things could become
very successful with their support.
Q: What do you think of the
Greek system at Hope?
VW: The Administration supports them more than they give
us credit for. But I would like to
see them (the leaders) take more
Initiative In seeking out dialogue
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between us. These organizations
have not always adequately
fulfilled our expectations or their
potential In the past. I would like
to see more responsibility taken
as far as finding positive solutions to the problems of parties
and the like.
Q: Any closing remarks?
VW: I am looking forward to a
good year at Hope. I am excited
about our new Dean of Student
Development and Sue Langejan's new responsibility as
f r a t e r n a l and sorority administration advisor. We want
positive relations with every
member of our student body, and
I personally welcome any
dialogue between myself and the
members of the Greek organizations.

by Berke Breathed

"Police Story

II

Some time later that night,
by Theresa McPherson
According to police reports ac- police responded to complaints
quired by this reporter, here are about 41 East 14th Street. Two
the events which transpired on undercover police officers came
upon a similar party situation as
the night of September 2,1986.
Two undercover, Holland described above. Again, when
Police Officers were checking they entered the house, they
the area of 393 College Avenue were asked to pay $2.50 each, and
(better known as the Cosmo then their hands were stamped
House), due to the large number "OKE" (Fraters). They were
of cars and people around the given cups for beer.
The officers obtained police
house. As the officers walked
past the house, people at the back-up, and the party was
residence not only encouraged broken up. Again, as people
them to enter but In fact pushed dispersed, they became rude and
them Into the house saying, obnoxious, "yelling and screaming that the police had no right to
"Drink beer...drink beer!"
The officers entered the house be there. They had no warrent
and were asked to pay $2.00 each, and were just harrasslng people
which they did. They were having a good time."
Confiscated from the party
stamped on the left hand with
green Ink, the stamp reading was one keg of Budwelser beer.
(It should be noted that Mrs.
"Cosmopolitan." They were then
asked to sign a sheet of paper Jonker-McCormlck of 30 East
which stated: "I am not a police 13th Steet was one of the 13
officer, nor am I associated with citizens who lodged a complaint
any law enforcement agency." against the party at 41 East 14th
The officers signed the sheet and Street. Her letter to the "Holland
proceeded to the back of the Sentinel" was reprinted In the
house where they were given Anchor last issue.)
Holland's Chief of Police,
two, plastic cups for beer which
was dispensed from a keg. After Charles Llndstrom, had this
analyzing the situation, the of- response to the events of Labor
ficers left the residence to obtain Day Weekend: "We do not object
to private parties, but we want to
back-up assistance.
The Holland Police proceeded chaUenge students to be aware
to break up the party, taking that they have responsibility to
names of people In charge of who the community. The word Is out,
lived at the residence. As the though, you can't have disordercrowd began to disperse, they ly parties. We won't give warnbecame belligerent, shouting In- ings but appearance tickets or go
sults at the officers such as "cops the arrest route."
Chief Llndstrom also expresssuck." As one of the officers was
heading toward his car, a male ed the point that It "Is the responstudent who had attended the sibility of law enforcement to
party began shouting the of- take the community as a whole
ficer's name and saying that he Into consideration. We want to
was going to "kick his f—Ing get the problem (of disorderly
ass!" and "I'm going to kill you, parties) before It gets out of
hand."
you son of a b — ! "
Chief Llndstrom plans a
Confiscated from the party
was: a cash box with $20.26, one neighborhood meeting Including
k e g g e r s e a l , one e m p t y college officials, students, and
Budwelser beer, one keg of members of the community In
Budwelser V4 full, one keg of beer order to further explain the situaunknown brand, and two tappers tion and the Holland Police
with a "Redder's Party Store" Department's response to it.
Inscription.
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REM: From Athens, Ga. With Love
oy Ramone Garcia
Peter Buck, Michael Stipe, Bill
Berry, and Mike Mills, individually, these four boys are
just plain guys, but put them
together in a room with a few insturments and they form one of
todays premier bands—REM.
Heralded as a fabulous and
fresh band, REM emerged as the
critic's favorite. Called "fresh,"
"original," and "enigmatic," the
band released first a five song
E P followed by the full length
albums Murmur, Reckoning,
Fables of the Reconstruction,
and this last spring a momentous
new LP, Life's Rich Pageant.
The band's sound has rightfully been labeled "creative" and
"refreshing." Though every
REM listener has his own opinion
of how to properly catagorize
REM's sound, it can be said that
REM runs the musical gamut
between an English progressive
flair and Southern American folk
rock. Having said this, I am
obligated to say that REM's
sound, apart from classification,
is excellent.
It's four members weave their
individual musical contributions
into a complex web of musical
artistry little seen in today's
shlock-rock, make a buck, pop
music world. The intense back
beat of Bill Berry's drum set
keeps most REM cuts danceable,
and Mike Mills' bass line runs all
over the place keeping the music
very much alive and kicking.
Mills' playing often takes on a
solo or introductory role as well.
"Cuyahoga," a song on Life's
Rich Pageant, displays Mills'
gift nicely. Though their parts
are essential and dynamic, Mills
and Berry do take a backseat to
the dynamic duo of Peter Buck
and Michael Stipe.
Buck's lush guitar accents accompany Stipe's semi-moaning
vocals perfectly. Buck delivers a
wide range of sounds and seems
to fit any musical situation with
perfection. Throughout the collection of REM albums. Buck
plays a variety of styles ranging
from the coming- at- you- noholds- barred six string assault of
Murmur's "Catapult,"
Reckoning's "Second Geussing,"

and L i f e ' s Rich P a g e a n t ' s
"Hyena," Mr. Buck presents us
with a gutsy sound rarely found
elsewhere today. The man has
talent, and a lot of it, at that. One
thing that is fun and vibrant
about REM is that although they
do have a "sound" that is
recognizable, they a r e not
restricted to any type of musical
style: speeds change, sounds
change, vocal styles alter, instruments are added. The sound
of REM is several sounds. They
don't, like many other bands, fall
into a rut of expectation for the
band—they do what they please
and enjoy doing it.

fans who tried to discern the deep
meanings of his nonsensical
lyrics. However, it has become
evident that REM has decided
it's time to speak out. The new
album contains songs with environmental ("Cuyahoga" bemoans the toxic dumping and
slow destruction of the Cuyahoga
River in Ohio), and political
("Hyena" is REM's anti-nuclear
creation) overtones. It is interesting, too, that as far back as
two years ago, on the Reckoning
tour, REM was playing "Hyena"
live. It remains to be seen
whether Stipe's representative
lyrics will usher the band into
political statements as in the

likes of U2 or Jackson Browne. In
any event, Stipe's lyrics are
bound by little and content is just
one area in which he is definitely
left of center. Like The Smith's
Morrissey, Stipe is purposely
mystical with his lyrics often
sounding prophetic, often sounding maniacal. Always enjoyable, Stipe rounds out the
band beautifully.
Life's Rich Pageant is being
heralded as REM's best contribution yet, and I would agree
wholeheartedly. It's not that the
earlier albums are bad—no, not
by a long shot. It's just that
LIFE'S., is so well crafted, so
polished, and so precise that one

cannot help but saying it's fantastic. As is likely to happen with
any truly skilled band, REM is
maturing its music, and like a
fine wine, it increases its flavor,
fullness, and quality with time. A
fine band's music will steadily
become "tighter," better played,
and thus, nicer to listen to. That
is why REM is headed for the
classic catagory and Loverboy
isn't.
Just a word on REM in concert. As they'll be in Grand
Rapids Oct. 18, I would highly
suggest anyone who enjoys REM
or who enjoys a well-performed,
highly energetic concert to plan
on going. It's a tremendous show.

perform over the course of the
year.
Since fraternities already perform these community services,
the Administration's actions
amounted to little more than
finger waving.
Most Anchor q u e s t i o n s
directed to Beal and Johnston
were referred to Langejans. Beal
did voice concerns over whether
the parties were "representative
of what's really going on." He
stated President Van Wylen had
spoken to him on the matter, but
was not directly involved in the
action (see related article on Van
Wylen's comments on this controversy).
Langejans asserted that she
had opposed the idea of a fine
from the beginning, while refusing to point a finger at either
Beal or Johnston as to its origin.
"I signed it, so I'll take responsibility," said Langejans. The
decision to drop the fines, stated
Langejans, was hers, made after
further discussions with the
fraternity members (see related
article).
Was the Administration caught
imposing fines they could not enforce? Was Langejans being
forced to take the fall for this administrative blunder? Not so,
said Langejans. The decision to

drop the penal measures occured
after she reach an "agreement"
with the heads of the fraternities
to work together to resolve their
mutual concerns, she explained.
McDowell echoed Langejans
sentiments, saying "We realize
that we didn't handle it as well as
we should have."
Administrative silence on the
matter, according to Langejans,
represented not a desire to give
her to the wolves, but rather was
consistent with Beal's intentions
to not second-guess her.
Is this simply more mystifyingly articulate niceness from
Langejans, or does it represent
real policy decision making? The
answer is not clear. What is certain is that Langejans has apparently reached an agreement
that receives at least tacit approval from the Administration
and the fraternities (if not Mrs.
J onker-McCormick).
The departure from the apparent hard line approach advanced by Johnston may De an
effective way of enhancing
student-Administration relations, or it may prove unsuccessful. At any rate, Langejans'
new methods appear to be a step
in the right direction towards
positive resolution rather than
punishment.

Continued from Page 1

Vocally, REM stands out as
well. Michael Stipe's distinctive
voice as well as style of hodgepodge vocal delivery ranges
from a virtual shout to a softspoken love medley. The lyrical
content adds to Stipe's bag of
tricks, because of its tremendously enigmatic quality. It has
been my understanding that up
until Life's Rich Pageant, the
lyrical content of REM songs
meant nothing. And the more illogical, irrational, seemingly
profound, the better. I read one
interview in which Stipe commented that he was amused by

publicized as fraternity parties,
i.e. "Frater Disorientation Party".
5. At the "Cosmo" party
their box with their tax exempt
number was being used to collect
money.
Langejans (last Wednesday)
stated she saw "it as an error, a
mistake to think it wouldn't be
considered a frat event." Adding, "I feel strongly that it was
(a frat event)."
Fraternity response to the
fines was indignent.
The Administration, according
to fraternity leaders, acted
without accurate knowledge of
the true circumstances.
Mark McDowell, Student Congress President and Treasurer of
the Cosmopolitan fraternity, explained that while the party appeared to be a fraternitysanctioned event, "I don't think
the Administration understood
the events."
After receiving the letter informing them of the Administration's action, fraternity
members again met with Langejans.
On Friday, she informed the
f r a t e r n i t i e s t h a t all penal
measures would be dropped. Instead, fraternities would merely
have to write letters indicating
community events they would
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Holmes & Elder Present Paper

Life After Margarita Night

Hope College political science least significant types of inprofessors Jack E. Holmes and dicators, their research concludRobert E. Elder, J r . recently ed. Top tier presidents generally
p r e s e n t e d a p a p e r to the d i f f e r f r o m b o t t o m t i e r
American Political Science presidents by enjoying more
Association in Washington, D.C.
political consensus and prosperiTheir paper, entitled "Our ty in their terms, being more acBest and Worst Presidents: tive and positive, more assertive
Some Possible Reasons for on foreign policy issues, and havPerceived Performance," was ing more of a power orientation,
presented as part of a panel on they concluded.
rating presidents. Holmes and
Junior political science majors
Elder divide 36 presidents from Mark McDowell from Adrian,
Washinton to Carter into three and Elizabeth Cross, whose
groups of 12 and then compared parents live in England, assisted
the top and bottom tiers ac- Holmes and Elder with the
cording to 37 indicators.
research for the paper.
High-level governmental experience and background are the

by Stuart Sharp
I was really amazed to see
such a large number of fellow
Hope students at the Hatch's
weekly Margarita Night last
Tuesday. But upon reflection I
figured one dollar off the price of
a drink was reason enough to
venture out for some fun and conversation with friends. What
really surprised my was the
noticable absence of students
Wednesday evening for the live
jazz now being offered at the
Hatch.
Herbie Russ, saxaphonist and
vocalist, performed a great
selection of blues and old rock 'n
roll mixed with some very
melodic and soothing saxaphone
numbers by Grover Washington.
Russ* voice, a powerfully deep,
almost rasping sound, is well
suited for singing the blues. You
know, kind of songs that have so
much soul and energy that the

Brain Scientist to Lecture
Professor Donald MacKay, a
distinguished physicist, brain
scientist, and Christian scholar,
will deliver a public lecture at
Hope College Thursday, Sept. 18
at 11 a.m. in room 50 of the Peale
Science Center.
The lecture will be entitled
"Brain, Mind, and Will: Inf o r m a t i o n Theory and the
Mystery of Self."
During Dr. MacKay's career
he has received numerous scientific awards and recognition as a
physicist (among other things,
for the invention of an early highspeed computer), and as a brain
scientist (for his work on the
visual system and on the
measurement of electrical potentials in the brain).
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He has served for 20 years as
professor and head of the department of communication and
neuroscience at the University of
Keele in Staffordshire, England.
But Dr. Mackay is best known
in America for his books and articles on the relationship between
brain science and Christian faith,
with particular emphasis on the
issue of free will and individual
responsibility for actions. The
l e c t u r e will highlight D r .
Mackay's current work on this
topic.
Any interested persons are invited to attend.

by Joel

DEAD FISH

I.R.C.
DANCE

lyrics almost become unessential. He even took time out between sets to tell jokes. It must be
noted, however, that he is a far
better musician than comedian.
Russ* performance was the
kick-off of "Speak-easy" night,
Wednesdays during September
at the Hatch.
The Hatch management, trying to offer popel an alternative
place to meet Wednesday evenings, has gone back to the days of
prohibition, serving drinks in coffee c u p s . T h e next two
Wednesdays, the Glen Lewis
Band of Grand Rapids is to perform. If support is good, the
H a t c h h o p e s to c o n t i n u e
"Speakeasy Night" throughout
thefaD.
So if you can do without all that
salt on Margarita Night, go listen
to the Glen Lewis Band Wednesday from 8 to midnight.

4.
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Vets to be Remembered
A Hope graduate will be
remembered along with many
other people who were never accounted for in the Viet Nam War
September 19, beginning at 9
p.m. at the Freedom Tree near
Peale Science Center.
The Freedom Tree with its accompanying plaque was
dedicated on Homecoming
weekend in 1974 by the parents of
Richard Elzinga in memory of
their son who disappeared during
the war.
September 19 is national POWMIA day. It is set aside to
remember those who fought in
Viet Nam and were never accounted for by the Vietnamese
after the end of hostilities, according to veteran Dan Benjamin.
The local remembrance is being given by the Holland Area
Chapter of the Viet Nam
Veterans of America—Chapter
73.
The service will begin at the
tree and continue at the Veterans
Memorial in Centennial Park. All
are invited to attend.

Elzinga graduated from Hope T h e m i l i t a r y o f f i c i a l l y
in 1964. He then attended declared Elzinga "killed in acgraduate school at the Univer- tion" in 1978.
sities of Oregon and New Mexico This has not put his parent's
before entering Officers' Train- minds to rest however.
ing School in April 1966.
A memorial service "did
He became a b-52 co-pilot in the
Strategic Air Command at Beale
Air Force Base after he received
his wings in August of 1967, according to his mother.
In October 1969, Elzinga was
assigned to the Cam Rahn Bay as
Forward Air Controller in an 0-2,
a light airplane used for recon
work.
Serving in that position until
February 1970, he then became
Air Attache for the United States
Ambassador of Laos.
On his first mission there, he
became missing in action in the
area of Long Tieng.
Three years later, in March
1973, a Pathet Lao agent was captured. He had with him three of
Elzinga's travellers' checks. His
mother explained that Elzinga
had not been in his new position
long enough to get a locker and
thus carried his wallet.

vice Medal with one Bronze Star,
National Defense Service Medal,
Republic of Vietnam Campaign
Medal, and Small Arms Expert
Marksmanship Ribbon.

nothing for our spirits. It just
won't go away until we have that
accounting," stated his mother.
Elzinga won the following
awards: Distinguished Flying
Cross, Air Medal, Vietnam Ser-
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The F r e e d o m T r e e will be the location of a ceremony r e m e m b e r ing Hope alumnus Richard Elzinga who w a s killed in the Viet
Nam War. The ceremony will begin a t 9:00 p.m. on September 19.
(photos by P a u l Chamness.)

Writing Competition
Announced
On September 15, Honeywell
will launch its fifth annual
Futurist Awards Competition, an
essay contest that asks students
to p r e d i c t technology advancements 25 years from now.
Honeywell wants college
students to imagine the year 2011
and write essays about the
technological developments they
foresee. This year's contest will
offer 10 winners $3000 each and
the chance to work for Honeywell
next summer.
Last year, 450 students,
representing 325 colleges and
universities in 47 states, entered
the competition.
The contest is open to all fulltime students at any accredited
college in the United States.
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Students are asked to leap 25
years in the future and write an
essay predicting developments
in one of six technological areas:
electronic communications,
energy, aerospace, computer
science, manufacturing automation or office automation. A second essay must address the
s o c i e t a l i m p a c t of t h e
technological predictions. Each
essay must be no longer than 1500
words.
Students can receive contest
rules by writing Futurist Rules,
Honeywell T e l e m a r k e t i n g
Center, Honeywell Plaza MN124164, Minneapolis, MN 55408, or
calling toll free 1(800)328-5111,
ext. 1581. Requests for entry
material must be received by
December 31,1986.
Completed essays must be

p o s t m a r k e d no l a t e r than
January 31,1987. In February, a
panel of top Honeywell scientists
and engineers will judge the
essays on the basis of creativity,
feasibility, clarity of expression
and legibility.
Winners will be announced in
early March, and each of the 10
winners will receive a two day,
all e x p e n s e p a i d t r i p to
Honeywell's headquarters in
Minneapolis.
Honeywell is a Minneapolis
based international corporation
t h a t w o r k s t o g e t h e r with
customers to help them achieve
their goals through the application of computers, communications and controls. The company
has 94,000 employees worldwide,
with 1985 revenue of $6.6 billion
and net income of $281 million.
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Comics Not For Kids Anymore
(Editor's note: Last week we
received an interesting news
release from Marvel Comics
Group hyping their new line of
comics known as the "New
Universe." The comics were
hailed as " a new level of
sophistication" and "the most
credible stories ever presented in
the comics medium...rooted in
science and t e c h n o l o g y . "
They're also supposed to be "the
new state of the art." We decided
to find out if all that was true and
found out it wasn't even close.
But we stumbled upon comics
that many people don't even
realize exist, comics which are
aimed for an adult audience, and
that's what this article is all
about: the new comics.)
C o m i c s a r e n ' t j u s t for kids
anymore.
A lot of t h e m a r e not even
close.

Over the past few years, the
once infantile comic industry has
really grown up, putting out comics aimed for those 20 years old
and older.
Dave Kempker, comic buyer
for Cobblestone Crafts and Hobbies (owned by Bob Harvey) in
downtown Holland, estimates
that the average age of his comic
customers range from 18 to 24,
with about 20 percent of his audience coming from Hope.
"The number of people (buying comics) is really growing,"
he stated, noting that the industry is making inroads into the
a w a r e n e s s of the g e n e r a l
populance with more mature
comics.
He labled American Flagg! as
the typical "college comic."
Flagg!, produced by Chicagobased First Comics is science fiction with heavy doses of politics,
media, and sex. Its complicated
plot and v a s t n u m b e r of
characters make it difficult to
understand at first, but one fan
stated that "the trouble is worth
it."

Another comic geered directly
to an older audience is DC Comics The Watchmen. It takes the
premise "what if super-heroes
really existed?" and puts it
directly into reality, producing
an unsettling comic with strong
negative overtones. A "maxiseries," it runs 12 issues, making
a complete story.
The Watchmen is written by
the "hottest" comic writer the in-

dustry has ever seen. Britisher
Alan Moore also pens the horror
comic Swamp Thing, a graphic
story which actually sends chills
down o n e ' s s p i n e , and
Miracleman, another super-hero
who is thrust into the real world,
dealing more with the
psychological conflict of being infinitely superior to everyone than
the "slug-fest" which is found in
most comics.
Another "hot" comic writer
also draws. Frank Miller has
been a star since he first entered
the field. This summer he produced a powerful, grim, and horrific version of the Batman.
It details what happens when
the Batman is forced to come out
of retirement at the age of 50,
society falling apart around him.
The four issue series, each 48page squarebound with fullcolor, was received with greater
enthusiasm than anyone
predicted. The first issue of The
Dark Knight had to be reprinted
three times to meet demand.
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A s a m p l i n g of the best of t o d a y ' s adult comics, (photo by P a u l Chamness.)

Miller is currently writing
another sophisticated comic called Elektra: Assassin which is
further broadening the medium.
Besides being painted it is shown
through the characters' eyes and
perspectives, something which
forces the reader to reread the
comic a couple times to get the
full story.
Another fully painted comic is
Moonshadow. Dubbed " a fairy
tale for adults," Kempker said,
"it is so deep that if you show it to
someone who hasn't read comics, they probably won't touch
another one."
"It's definitely for adults. Kids
couldn't understand or enjoy it,"
stated a college comic fan.
Of the "New Universe" titles,
Kempker sites only Justice as
getting anywhere near
sophistication, and only high
school sophistication at that. The
rest of the titles are disappointed, he added.
Other comics which have been
popular with the college crowd
Include:
Scout which deals with the prospect that America dies without
a nuclear holocaust—heavily into
. politics and basic survival;
Legion of Super-Heroes, set in
the 30th century it's a cross between super-heroes and science
fiction (Kempker admitted he
didn't know why it sells so well);
Mage, a series which is just
wrapping up about a character

who has to face the fact the he is
a hero—the reincarnation of
King Arthur to be precise.
Creator Matt Wagner, however,
is going to be producing a couple
other comics: The Demon and
Grendel, both of which should
catch the college crowd;
The Nam, a unique eight year
limited series will be following
the Viet Nam War as it was seen
by those who fought it. Written
by a Viet Nam veteran, Kempker
thinks it will be very good;
Strikeforce: Morituri, a
science fiction comic which deals
with an invasion of Earth by evil
aliens. But wait! It concentrates
more on the people Involved in
the conflict and the sacrifices
they must make rather than
rehashed plots which we've all
seen hundreds of times;
Jon Sable, Freelance, a comic
about a man who sometimes is a
mercenary and sometimes is a
writer of childrens books. It's
also the closest thing there is to a
soap o p e r a - r o m a n c e comic
available these days;

Elementals, another superhero comic with a reality and
humor twist;
Jonny Quest, based on the old
television cartoon show, with
heavy dose of personalities and
feelings;
Groo, a barbarian spoof drawn
by Mad Magazine's Sergio
Aragones;
And Nexus a science fictionsuper hero comic which deals a
lot in interpersonal relations.
The best selling comics,
though, are still straight superhero, namely The X-Men and
everything connected with them
(X-Factor and Classic X-Men as
well as The New Mutants).
Kempker said that The X-Men
sells around 90 copies a month,
compared to maybe a dozen or so
of the "college crowd" comics—although The Watchmen
sells about 30 copies an issue and
The Dark Knight did over 50
(with a $2.95 cover price compared to $.75 for The X-Men).
Another comic which sold very
well over the summer was the

r e v a m p e d S u p e r m a n . The
limited series which rebegan his
adventures and redefined the
character for the 80's was said to
be the biggest selling comic in
over a decade.
The could be partially attributed to John Byrne who wrote
and drew the series. Byrne is the
most popular creator in comics
today and will be continuing to do
two Superman comics each
month, although K e m p k e r
doesn't think they'll sell quite as
well as the limited series this
summer.
From the looks of things, comic books have really grown up in
the past few years, gaining a
maturity and sophistication that
they never before possessed in
America.
And comic industry officials
are saying that this is only the
start of the "adult wave" of comics, with many more coming in
the future.
They've finally realized that
adults have much more money to
spend on comics. It seems.
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Mayer's Show Electric
by Kirk Kraetzer
Bill Mayer is recognized
primarily by his work on the
Hope College campus. Few of
those walking by the Sun Do^
know what he looks like; nr.iy
wonder what he thinks li'.e in
order to create such a thing.
Those who go to his show in the
DePree gallery might wonder
more.
W h a t e v e r thoughts m a y run
through such a w o n d e r e r s mind,
they a r e nothing if not polarized:
M a y e r is e i t h e r g r e a t or terrible.
Very little in between. His work
inspires a r d e n t praise, v e h e m e n t
outrage, or total apathy. F o r his
viewers, it s e e m s , t h e r e is no
gray a r e a as f a r as Bill M a y e r is
concerned.
The gallery show is not w h a t
you'd expect, a f t e r seeing the
l a r g e r works such a s Sun Dog
and P e r r o del Sol. M a y e r explains that he is heading in a new
d i r e c t i o n , w a n t i n g to t a k e
" a l u m i n u m into a m o r e i n t i m a t e
s c a l e . " The s m a l l e r pieces s a v e
on " t i m e , e n e r g y , and finances
(big e q u a l s m o n e y ) , " and give
him to " b e c o m e figurtive with
smaller pieces."

Anchor: Are there patterns to the
show? How's it set up?
Mayer: Sculptures kind of run
from one to the other; it's not arbitrary. They do relate—kind of
like putting on clothes.
Anchor: What's the story on the
colors?
Mayer: Two reasons. I work with
ceramics, and the glaze-like colors are natural to clay. The second is a strong interest in Mexican folk art which is very brightly colored.
Anchor: Much of your work
seems off balance, oddly scaled,
or precarious. Comment, illumination?
Mayer: There are the metaphors
of balance, as in nuclear war. I
also like to play with magic, to
freeze a moment in time and
open it to study. There's a
playfulness, too.
Anchor: There seems to be a
lightning motif in the pieces
here. Do you like the shape,
what?
Mayer: (laughs) I like the shape.
I like electricity. I worked with
neon for a time. It's a symbol of
activity and power. I have a
thing at home, one of the old Reddy Kilowatt pictures (R.K. was
the symbol for power companies
when the push to use electricity
was on many years back. His
body has several lightning bolts
for arms and legs.) that I'm fond
of.
Anchor: Along with the lightning, there are guns, death's
heads, swords, missiles...
Mayer: They stand for danger,
nuclear war, power. There's a
car (on the work "Cronos")
which is for industrial power,
which is very important in
Michigan.

Anchor: Many of your pieces
have motion in them.
Mayer: Yes. There's a figurtive
tone there, which has two
aspects. The first is from the
Greek trip I took, and the second
comes from my work with Linda
G r a h a m and the p i e c e
"Dandelion Wine" from last
year's dance concert. Gesture is
a theme in my work; it's almost
unconscious, in fact. (He thinks
for a moment, mimicks running,
and refers to the running men in
some of the pieces.) Apparently,
I lead with my left foot.
Anchor: Many of your people
have f a c e s on t h e m ; s o m e don't.
Why?
M a y e r : Some asked m e to put
f a c e s on t h e m ; others asked m e
not to. I try not to overwork the
pieces.
Anchor: T h e r e a r e s e v e r a l cardboard pieces, whicn s e e m s
unusual for you. Why?
M a y e r : These a r e old, recycled
f r o m the SO's, with m o s t of the old
i m a g e s obliterated. They provide
a log of things that h a p p e n e d to
me, of the i m a g e s I've used. I ' m
beginning to enjoy t h e m again—
1 s t a r t e d up (with t h e m ) in
January.
Anchor: How m u c h t i m e does it
t a k e to do each one?

Mayer: Each is different, but
about the same when it comes to
the detail work. May to June to
build, and through August for the
finishing, where John Saurer
assisted me. "Bellweather," for
instance, took two days to finish,
while "Snake Dance" took two
months.
Anchor: "Bellweather" would,
for many, typify Bill Mayer. Is
this true?
Mayer: I'm hoping there isn't a
typical Bill Mayer. For awhile I
was concerned with line. I'm
more concerned with volume
now.
Anchor: There's a controvrsy
that surrounds you, especially
Sun Dog and Perro del Sol. What
do you think about it?
Mayer: I guess I enjoy it. At least
I'm not ignorable. It comes with
the job.
As long as it's an educational
dialogue, then it's good. There's
an outreach to the public. You've
got to spend time in the fire.
When doing public work, you've
got to be an educator. In the
gallery, if you walk in, it's by
choice, and from there it's a different ballgame.
Anchor: It's time for the most
unfair question in the world.
Which is your favorite piece? Or
do you like them all equally?
Dislike them all equally?
Mayer: (laughs) There isn't one.
I've fallen in and out of love with
them at various points during the
last seven months. They're like
children. You realize you missed
on one, resuscitate it, then it dies,
and you do it again. One may
become more significant in time,
but you need to live with the work
for a while.
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I w o r k e d w i t h neon for a t i m e .
It's a s y m b o l o f a c t i v i t y a n d p o w e r . " -Bill M a y e r
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Dutchmen Lose
Heortbreoker

Hockey Faces Rebuilding

4<
With only four returning varsiL a s t s e a s o n we w e r e
ty
players,
Hope
College
field
rebuilding
defensively, but this
by Ben Hanneman
the five yard line, their deepest
penetration Into Tiger territory hockey coach Andrea Dahl faces fall we will be rebuilding both ofa major rebuilding Job when the fensively and defensively," said
The Hope College football to that point.
team, after facing Wittenberg,
Todd Stewart capped the 43 MIAA season opens Wednesday, Dahl. "Our saving grace is havmust feel like a bridesmaid who yard drive by catching a screen Sept. 17 with a home game ing a jayvee team from which to
draw players for the varsity."
never becomes a bride.
pass from Mendels and racing in- against Albion.
Last fall the Flying Dutch
Returning veterans Include
On a warm, picturesque Com- to the end zone to give the Hope
posted
a
3-12-1
overall
record
and
senior
captain Kathy Chandler,
munity Day, the Wittenberg fans something to cheer about.
were
fourth
In
the
MIAA
stanjunior Lisa Lydens, junior Susan
Tigers roared into Holland Mendels tacked on a two-point
dings
with
a
2-5
mark.
Nine
of
the
Walter, and junior Bobbie
Municipal Stadium to provide the conversion and the lead was sudteam's
games
were
decided
by
Whitehouse.
competition in the 1986 home denly cut In half. The score was
two goals and four of them by a
Leading prospects from the
16-8, a different game.
opener for the Flying Dutchmen.
single
goal.
Gone
are
the
players
1985 jayvee team are sophomore
Stewart gave the home fans
It was the 32nd meeting at
that
scored
all
of
Hope's
goals
Susan
Buttrey, senior Marian
HMS between the two rivals, something to cheer about on
last
fall
and
accounted
for
every
Hill,
senior
Sandy Judson, and
with Hope holding a 24-5-2 ad- several occasions. "Stew" gain- assist.
junior Jodi Noorman.
vantage going into the game. ed a total of 186 yards in the
Players new to the Hope proHope was also 5-2 on Community game and scored each of the
gram, but who have field hockey
Day including victories in the three touchdowns.
last four straight years.
He was also on the receiving
"We're going to run right at end of a bizarre play later In the
'em," said Coach Ray Smith game that would-have won It for
by John Gardner and Patrick regulars last year.
earlier this week at the Hope the Dutchmen.
The disguises also came off of
Sports luncheom. Smith, in his
T r a i l i n g by four, 20-16, Glennon
Dave Cooper, alias "Coops,"
17th season at the helm of the Williams and Company marched
from RIT, and Don Kent. Both
The
chronic
case
of
crossgridiron heroes, also predicted a from their 34 yard line In seven
low scoring game.
plays and scored their third country fever contracted by the are new this year. They rounded
Hope College Athletic Depart- out the top seven with all
But predictions don't always touchdown of the game.
The Dutchmen received the ment may well be hotter than members well under 27:00.
come true. As it turned out, that
A crowd of displaced seniors
fact was much to the chagrin of klckoff and started at their own ever this fall, according to last
were
in hot pursuit. John
the entire coaching staff, the en- 22 yard line. To win the game week's intrasquad run-off- time
McElwee of late season fame last
trial.
tire team and all their fans.
they had to go 88 yards In 1:11.
year
pulled In eighth at 27:11.
Rather
than
the
usual
Holland
The first half was marked by
Good passes, a few fourth down
sluggish play and mistakes on conversions and a couple of Country Club golf course as the Craig Klngma came In at 27:17
the part of the hosts. Early In the roughing pentaltles on the Tigers location, as most of It Is under and John " B a m a " Gardner
first quarter, Tiger quarterback helped them get to the eight yard water, the Dutch hit the streets of followed at 27:40.
The next twenty runners InGreg Williams took the ball line with :16 remaining on the Holland out at that end of town.
cluded
Dal Townsend, Kevin
After two weeks of practice
through a gap In the right side of clock.
the line and raced 58 yards for
Chris Mendels dropped back to and a cold but fun retreat to Shoemaker—watch him this
the first score.
pass and found Stewart on the Cranhlll Ranch the men and year—Steve Drlesenga, Kurt
Later that same quarter, Chris wing. Todd caught It, took one women took off their disguises to VanAppledorn, Drew KrommHayes got the ball from Williams step and was hammered. The reveal to each other what speed Inga, Randy Schregardus, David
Klngma, John Hlguchl, and the
at the two yard line and barreled ball went squirting Into the air they had up their sleeves.
The men's race saw few sur- legendary "rabbit", Jeff Larhis way for six more points. The and the crowd tensed for a spilt
prises for most of the top five rabee.
point-after attempt was no good second.
Pete Johnson and Dave Ross
and It looked to be a long afterThe ball came down and there runners. Llndsey Dood took first
rounded
out what appears to be a
with
an
apparently
effortless
noon for the Dutchmen.
was a mad scramble for It. The
very
competitive
squad. Two
Wittenberg finished out the officials were the deciding fac- 25:55 for the five miles. Nipping
half with a 37 yard field goal off tor. They ruled a touchback, giv- at his heels was the dynamic runners, Dave "Stump" Stemfly
the toe of Rob Vaka. Before they ing Wittenberg the ball, and freshman Brian Whltmore, who and Tim Verhey were unable to
knew It Hope was on the tall end Hope's bubble burst. The score Is from Dood's own stomping compete. Look for the men's
team In the Nationals this year.
grounds of Okemos.
of a roaring Tiger that was enjoy- read 23-20 as time ran out.
The women a r e looking
Third through fifth place saw
ing a 16-0 lead.
The Dutchmen will go on the
National-bound
as well. New arthe
familiar
faces
of
sophomore
In the second half It was as If road for their next contest.
Hope fielded an entirely different They'll travel to Indiana to take Mike Northuls and juniors Randy rival Sandra Lake cruised the
t e a m . Q u a r t e r b a c k C h r i s on DePauw. The next home ac- Johnson and Kevin Cole. All but women's three-mile race at
Mendels opened up the passing tion comes In two weeks when Whltmore made up the top five 19:37. She was followed by Tauna
Jecman, Dana Barsness and
attack and got his team down to Wabash comes to town.

experience include freshman
Erika Anderson, sophomore
Stephanie DeRolf, junior Beth
Gloeckler, and freshman Joanne
Troost.
Promising newcomers based
on pre-season performances are
junior Jill Evers, junior Shelley
Hulsken, and senior Theresa
McPherson.
"Team play will be the key to
our season," said Dahl. "There's
definite scoring potential, but
quick, accurate passes, offensive
and defensive support and quick
transitions will be the areas of
primary emphasis."

Freshman Runners Impressive

Hope on Top
in Football Awards

4 mNTION!
MAIL YOUR: POETRY
DRAMA
SHORT STORIES
ART WORK
B&W PHOTOS
Thru Campus Mail to Opus
Or Drop them Off in the English Department.

Deadline: Friday, October 15
) * p' 1 'i > b * i n f) i»
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Heidi Elder, all under 20:00.
Dood No. 2, freshman Vonnie
Dood filled the fifth spot with a
relaxed grin. Gayle Bond, back
after two years of body building,
took sixth. Freshmen Julie Anne
Darling and Lynn Kingma
followed at seventh and eighth.
The women's squad is the
largest ever with fifteen. Missy
Fleming, Sherry Martin, Claire
Dally, Tammy Taylor, Deb Burda, Sandy Kubula and Shelby
Burns rounded them out.
The top seven women look even
stronger this year when you consider that senior Deb Heydenburg was unable to be there but
will be competing this year.
Both teams have strength and
enviable depth. They will
already haye ventured Into Interschool competition by the time
this Is printed. This coming
Saturday, September 20th, they
will be retested In the tough
GLCA meet.
With quality and quantity In
abundance on both teams. In addition to a near-racous team
spirit of unity, these teams are
the ones to watch as they plot
their course to the Nationals In
Fredonla, New York, this
November.

K

Hope ranks among the nation's
top p r o d u c e r s of football
academic-achievement award
winners, according to the 1986
NCAA Football Press Kit.
For the first time, all known
football award winners In five
major categories-NCAA Honors
Luncheon, NCAA Postgraduate
Scholarships, CoSIDA's
Academic all-America, National
Football Foundation honorees,
and Rhodes Scholars—have been
published at one time in one
place.
Hope is one of 64 colleges and
universities In all NCAA divisions and one of only five In
NCAA Division III to have at
least 10 total selections. The nation's leader Is Notre Dame
University with 64 honorees.
Leading NCAA Division III
members is Cornell College of
Iowa with 14 honorees, followed
by Dayton, Ohio with 13;
DePauw, Ind. with 13; Sewanee,

Tenn. with 11; and Hope with 10.
The NCAA noted that since
1970 only 26 football players in
Divisions I-AA, II, and III (417
schools this fall) achieved
distinction for both athletic ability and academic achievement.
Two of the recipients were Hope
athletes, offensive lineman Craig
Groendyk In 1979 and center Kurt
Brinks In 1982.
Hope football players who have
achieved first team Academic
all-America recognition were
Ronald Posthuma (1973), Craig
Groendyk (1979), Greg Beklus
(1980), Kurt Brinks (1982), and
Scott Jecmen (1984).
Hope recipients of NCAA
Postgraduate Scholarship
a w a r d s in f o o t b a l l w e r e
Posthuma, Groendyk, Brinks,
and Jecmen.
Frederick Yonkman, a 1952
graduate, was presented the
NCAA's sliver a n n i v e r s a r y
award in 1977.
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Women Runners to Defend Title
Hope College is coming off the
most successful season in the
short history of women's cross
country at the school.
Last fall coach Bill Vanderbilt's squad captured their first
MIAA c h a m p i o n s h i p a n d
qualified for the NCAA Division
III nationals as they became the
first Hope women's team in any
team sport to win a NCAA
Regional title. The Flying Dutch
went on to finish 12th at the nationals.
The season opens Tuesday,
Sept. 16 when Hope hosts its annual invitational meet at the
Holland Country Club.
There are nine returning runners from last year's championship team , including four allMIAA performers. Senior cocaptain Deb Heydenburg of
Jenison was an all-league runner
in 1983 and is hoping to have
some lingering injuries behind
her. Returning all-leaguers from
a year ago include junior Dana
Barsness of Simsbury, Conn.,
sophomore Teresa Cheetham of
Wappinger Falls, N.Y., and
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sophomore Tauna Jecmen of
Jenison. Barsness, Jecmen and
Cheetham finished third, fourth
and fifth respectively in the
MIAA championship run last

fall. .
Adding depth to the squad will
be senior Gayle Bond of
Williamston, and sophomores
Melissa Fleming of Allegan,

Amy Strieker of Denver, Colo.,
Tammy Taylor of Grand Rapids
and senior co-captain Deb Burda
of Three Rivers. Transfer student Sandra Lake, a former
Holland all-stater, should also
contribute.
A number of freshmen may
contribute immediately with
Yvonne Dood of Okemos, Heidi
Elder of Holland, Lynn Kingma
of Grandville, Julie Ann Darling
of Sodus, N.Y. and Sandra
Kubala of Naperville, 111. all
looking strong early in the
season.
A key MIAA dual meet will
come Friday, Oct. 10 at home
against Alma. Previous to 1985
Alma had won or shared the
MIAA championship four years
in-a-row.
Hope will host the NCAA Division III Great Lakes Regional
meet on Saturday, Nov. 15. The
Flying Dutch will be seeking to
qualify for the NCAA nationals
for the second year in-a-row.
This year the nationals will be
run at the Sate University of New
York atFredonia.

STUFF

Soccer Destroys Bethel
by Sue Looman
The Flying Dutchmen soccer
team opened up their home
season on Saturday afternoon
against the Bethel Royals with
an impressive 5-0 victory.
From the opening kick to the
final buzzer, the Dutchmen showed Bethel of Indiana just how
MIAA soccer is really played.
The first goal went to forward
Paul Roe very early in the first
half. Co-captain Mike Kubert
followed with another shortly
afterwards.
Junior forward Jerry Nyanor
made bis presence felt bv scoring

twice off a couple of nice centering passes despite heavy opposition from the Royals.
Goalie Curt Blankespoore kept
the Royals at bay all afternoon.
His expert goal tending blocked
and deflected many a Royal shot,
even to the point of sacrificing
his body with a flying leap.
The final goal was scored by
Roe, giving him two in the game.
The final score was Hope 5,
Bethel 0.
The next home action will see
Aquinas test their skills on
September 20.

Men's Cross Teom Strong
The Hope College cross country team is looking to another
banner year as they defend their
MIAA men's championship and
serve as host of the NCAA Division III Great Lakes Regional
meet.
The season begins Tuesday,
Sept. 16 when Hope hosts its annual invitational at the Holland
Country Club.
Last fall the Dutchmen won the
MIAA crown for the 13th time in
the last 15 years as five runners
finished in the top ten. They also
won the team championships of
the Hope Invitational and Great
Lakes Colleges Association
(GLCA) meet and were third in
the NCAA regional.
This year coach Bill Vanderbilt's Dutchmen return a veteran
cast, led by three all-MIAA runners. Senior captain Lindsey
Dood of East Lansing, has been
the MIAA's most valuable runner the last two years. He also
qualified for the NCAA nationals
as both a sophomore and junior,
finishing 36th in a field of 184 runners last fall. Also returning is
two-time all-MIAA runner Randy
Johnson, a junior from Grand
Rapids, and . all-leaguer Kevin

Cole, a junior from Jenison.
Five returning seniors expected to add power to thie
year's squad are John Gardner
of Cincinnati, Ohio, Craig
Kingma of Grandville, Andy
Kromminga of Kalamazoo,
Kevin Shoemaker of Kentwood,
and John McElwee of Redford.
Shoemaker was Hope's fourth
highest finisher in many races
last fall while Gardner and
Kingma have been among the top
five more of the careers.
Pressing for top spots will be
senior John McElwee of Redford,
the team's most improved runner in 1985, and sophomores Dan
Kammer of Albion and Mike Northuis of Grand Haven. Two top
newcomers to watch among a
crop of freshman prospects could
be Bryan Whltmore of Okemos
and Donald Kent of Lodi, N.Y.
The Dutchmen will defent their
GLCA crown on Sept. 20 at Albion. Home MIAA meets will be
Sept. 26 against Kalamazoo and
Wabash and Oct. 10 with Alma.
Other Invitational dates include
the Tri-State, Ind. meet on Oct. 4
and the Carthage, Wise, run on
Oct. 18.

Personals

m
"WARD, FM CLAD TEA T THEODORE FOUND A ROLE MODEL "

HEY HEY HEY... HEY HEY
HEY... YIYIYI YAH... YIYIYI
YAH!!!
(Another line to the infamous '89
rap) We're the '89 Pulling
Crew...Pulling on that rope, doing
This is the 89th Annual Pull and
*89 is looking fine !!
Tean - we picked a good one ! I
can't wait. Hurray for '89 Song ! Sue
David, Cousin It is looking for
you - beware !
I don't even KNOW Todd Werley
!!!
Calling all '89 PULLERS ! We
love you !!! - ^ M o r a l e
Web - Keep on spinning your
thread and you'll catch '90 for
dinner. Keep up the great work !
- Charlotte's
B-8's great, but no chocolate
cake-I'm on a diet!!
All you guys have quotes, but I
don't say quotes. (I think that's a
quote Babe!)
Mark W. - No ice this year on
Wednesday, o.k. ? (P.S. But you
can wear my raincoat if you give
me the teddy bear.) • B.H.
The girl stole yet another brick!!
Hans - Why do you go to parties ?
-Sher

Bo, Good luck to you this year,
sweetie. I'll be thinking about
you as always. You can't even
imagine how VERY special you
are to me. I love you and always
will. -M.B.
HEY MORALE GIRLS: How do
you feel ?!!!
'89 PULL '89 Pull... '89 PULL
Sophomore Pull... '89 PULL
Sickness pull...
The Foosball god still lives
!!!!!!!
Kristen Y. - You're an awesome
SIB sister ! I love ya !!
'89 Team to beat... '90 dead meat
!!!

O.k. , are the ugliest kind the
coolest kind?-B.K.
The prayers of the heathens have
finally been answered !!!!!!! No
Scott Brown Powerlight ads this
week !!!!!!! Alleluia ! Alleluia !
GAIL: Some how it all worked
out. This year, my '89 is for YOU
Sher - Are you here, here, here,
here, here ?
Kris, do you like it there ? Have
you ever had it there before ? ,
1-2, Tell me who are you ? The
Bears!
BO, BABY ! YOU GOT LUCKY
(To pen Tom Petty) - LOU
HOLTZ
Continued on Page 16

Shaw Relaxing Yet Inspiring

Straight Ahead

I could learn to hate bubble
gum chewers.
Why? Bubble gum is fun. I'll
admit that right off. It's fun sitting out in right field, waiting for
a long fly or something while you
blow bubbles Inside of each
other, then work on peeling the
stuff off your sunglasses after
one pops unexpectedly. It can be
fun when there's a little kid
around: Blow a bubble, then suck
It In when It reaches for the pretty pink ball that magically grows
outta your face. Keep a kid entertained for hours thataway. Bubble gum Is versatile, comes In a
variety of shapes, colors, textures, and flavors. You can even
get "lite" bubble gum like Trident or Carefree.
But that's all beside the point
that bubble gum chewers can be
some of the most obnoxious people on the face of the earth.
Ever been sitting across from
someone at a table or somesuch,
talkln' away, having a great
time, when this someone starts
blowing a bubble In your face?
Tends to be distracting. Lotta
fun, watching a lump of pink
polymer Inflate Into a balloon,
gradually obscuring the facial
features of the person across
from you.
However, what goes up must
come down, and that Includes
bubble gum bubbles. They have
to deflate, sooner or later, and
can do it one of two ways. Slow or
fast. Slow deflation Is almost as

She's pretty polite about It.
Never blows bubbles In your
face. Quiet chewer. One problem: she cracks them bubbles
In the car every once In a while.
Doesn't spray me.
Does a
number on the window, though.
Yah hey. Dries In the sun. Ever
tried to clean bubble gum Juice
and spit mixtures off a windshield? Fun times.
Bubble gum In mustache hairs
Isn't fun, either. I can Just see It:
guy out at the beach, blows a
bubble, whammo.
Hello Mr.
Pink Mustache. Howslt going'?
Heh.
Bubble gum chewers are a
threat to otherwise Innocent
dogs. Mine, for Instance. He's
friendly, likes to beg for food,
and can pick out the person most
likely to puts out first In any
crowd Bubble gum chewers think
It's a laugh riot to give lumps of
gum to my small. Innocent,
friendly, curly-haired dog. Kill.
Then there's the bubble gum
chewer who drops his used gum
on the sidewalk or theatre floor.
Fun times there. Such people
should be dropped In vats of partially liquid,, slightly warm pink
raspberry flavored sludge and be
told to 'tread water 4 for half an
hour. In fact, every bubble gum
chewer guilty of these offenses
should be (except Lisa. She's exempt.) We need more Kathy
Verdulns and more liquid bubble
Now. Like I said, I'm not total- gum treading sentences. For a
ly aligned against bubble gum - 1 better America.
Fire up.
chew It, too. So's my fiance.

much fun to watch as Inflation:
the thing gets limp and flacld,
gradually retreating Into the
blower's mouth or kind of hangs
there like a chunk of dead skin.
Whee. Just what I like to look at
while I'm talking to someone.
Bad as that Is, It's nowhere
near as bad as the sudden deflation. Pow. Sprayed with a thousand tiny bits of spit. Fire up.
Time to get up and leave.
Then there's the obnoxious ass
who sits In class and cracks away
while the prof tries to lecture and
others try to listen. I can Just
hear It, right now: "...and so
Socrates (crack) In the trial
(crack) Jury consisting of
(crack) on charges of (crack
crack) and (crack)."
KUl.
Imagine the poor prof, sitting
up In front of class, striving to
talk over this crud, watching
some yoya (sic) be rude. Or,
even worse, several yoyos; he
gets abused and showered with
thousands of tiny bits, all while
watching half a dozen bubbles
alternately grow and die around
the room In a horrid little dance,
realizing that his concentration
Is going down the toilet.
K a t h y V e r d u l n , o v e r In
English, Is Intelligent beyond
measure: she doesn't allow bubble gum In class. The woman's
brilliant.

the Anchor Files

20 Years Ago. September 30,
1966.
"Two Hope students spent a
month In Yugoslavia this summer participating In a seminar at
the University of Ljubljana.
Sophomores Keith Taylor and
Neal Sobania were among 18
American students to tour the
country and attend a seminar In
which the political, economic.

50 Years Ago. September 30,
1936.
"According to the reports
Issued from registrar Thomas E.
Welmer's office, Hope's enroll-

>]

by Marel Kampschroer
Pianist Paul Shaw performed
at Hope College on Friday,
September 12th. After winning
the 1986 Young Artist International Auditions, Shaw earned
the opportunity to perform In the
1986-87 Young Artist Series.
The concert was held at 8 p.m.
In Dlmnent Memorial Chapel.
Young and old attended the concert where Mozart, Schumann,
Chopin, and Debussy were
played. "It was a relaxed, yet Inspiring performance," said a
Hope student In attendence.
Along with the concert, Shaw
also held a workshop on Thursday, September 10th, and talked
to some Hope College music
classes the next day.
As a boy, living In Jamaica,
Shaw began taking piano lessons
at the age of five. But, not until
the age of 14 did he know he
wanted to be a professional
pianist. Before this time, Shaw
had his mind set on being a veternarian.

After a suggestion from his
piano teacher, Shaw moved to
the United States at the age of 20
to attend Julllard School of Fine
Arts In New York City. Shaw enjoyed the time he spent there
because there were others that
possessed the same or a similar
gift. "It was the first time I really felt at home," stated Shaw.
Shaw likes his life, although
loneliness Is sometimes a problem. He enjoys It because he Is
able to meet many different people and visit many different
places. "It's a wonderful way to
see the world," Shaw said with a
smile.
In the future, Shaw would like
to keep performing and eventually play the more reknown concert halls. Shaw hadn't given
much thought to teaching, but
after having fun at the master
class, he Is considering the Idea.
Shaw likes Hope College and
looks forward to a return visit.

Herrick to Present Paper

u r . James A. Herrick, assls- dispute of the 18th Century In Britant professor of communication, taln^ Herrick demonstrates that
has been Invited to present a the Deists used ridicule as a conpaper, "Ridicule as Argument In sciously planned strategy In the
the Miracles Controversy" at the debate.
Herrick holds his Ph.D. degree
Triennial Congress of the International Society for the History from the University of Wisconof Rhetoric In Tours, France next sin, his M.A. from the University
of California and the B.A. degree
March.
Professor Herrlck's paper from California State University.
analyzes the use of ridicule as an
On the Hope faculty since 1984,
argumentative approach by the
Deists of 18th Century England Professor Herrick, his wife Janet
who attached the reasonableness and two sons, Daniel and
of belief In Christian miracles. Christopher, live In Holland.
This debate on belief In miracles
was the most Important religious
Cronklte said. "It did matter to
Continued from Page 1
people and that's why they
Greg Olgers
"Even after It left people were argued about It."
And It still seems to affect peostill thinking about It," said
ple from the reactions generated
Cronklte.
To Illustrate his point, he said for this article.
Is Tanls planning on painting
ment Is not quite up to where it ^ that around the beginning of July
another
"Psycho-Dentist?"
a stlckman drawing with frazzlwas last year. At present there
"Yeah, I am. I have a really
ed hair holding a test tube apare 470 students enrolled as comgood
Idea for one more," he
peared
on
the
wall.
It
was
acpared with 487 last year."
responded.
"But I don't want to
companied by a title: "PsychoChemist, Fears from Research." get In a rut so I won't do It until
90 Years Ago. October, 1896
He added that the brochure next semester."
"Dr. A.C.V.R. GUmore, DenTanls, though, will continue to
which
announced the awards the
tist. All kinds of Plate, Crown
garner
discussion through his
painting won also appeared on
and Bridge Work. Gold and
new comic panel, "Dead Fish,"
the wall.
Plastic Fillings. Over VaupeU's
which will be running weekly in
"It
was
the
most
fun
we've
had
Harness Store. Eighth St.,
with art since I've been here," the Anchor.
Holland, Mich."

Sobania, Welmer & Gilmore
and social aspects of the two nations were compared."
( N o t e : N e a l S o b a n i a Is
presently Hope's Director of International Education and an
Assistant Professor of History).
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Kirk Kraetzer

Bubblegum Chewers
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Greek Life
-f 4-Devoted to teh Greek societies of Hope College as a means
of informing the college-at-large of the events and activities of
each fraternity and sorority. The fraternities and sororities
themselves are the sole source of information.-f- -f

Brian Breen

To 'Van

planned for the next few weeks.
President of the Delta Phi's this fall is Amy Hendrickson.
KAPPA CHI—Officers for this term are: Krlsty Rumery, President; Michelle Brown, Vice-President; Bonnie Laney, Secretary;
and Anne Jone, Treasurer.

ARCADIAN—Officers for the fall term of the Arcadian Fraternity are: President David Leln, Vice-President Steve Balk,
Treasurer Paul Van Eyl, and Secretary Jeff Belrd.
SIGMA IOTA BETA—Events scheduled for the next few months
On Friday, September 5, a dance was sponsored by the fraterni- Include a luncheon during Homecoming and a date nlte on
ty which was held In Phelps Hall. According to Leln, everyone In November 4.
attendence had a good time.
Sib officers are: President Joanna Devoe, Vice-President Heidi
Leln also said that plans for the 40th anniversary of the Arca- McNutt, Secretary Heather Jacobs, and Treasurer Kim Platte.
dian Fraternity are well Into the making. Scheduled events for the
anniversary on Homecoming weekend Include a literary meeting
SIGMA SIGMA—For those who attended last Saturday's home
and a dinner-dance.
football game, you can thank the women of Sigma Sigma for blowing up the balloons launched at the stadium. Upcoming events for
COSMOPOLITAN—Officers for the Cosmopolitan Fraternity the Slgma's Include a car wash this Saturday, September 20th and
are: President Gary McBee, Vice-President Trent Walker, a date nlte onteh following Saturday.
Secretary Dell Todd, and Treasurer Mark McDowell.
Officers this term are: President Barb Good, Vice-President
Homecoming plans Include an open house for alumni and a Sue Mitchell, Treasurer Deb Doeden, and Secretary Karen
dinner-dance at the Beechwood Inn. Also, a benefit dance for the Vlsscher.
Cerebral Palsy Foundation Is also being planned for later on in the
year.
EMERSONIAN—The details for events during homecoming are
now being planned by the Emersonian Fraternity.
Officers for the first term are: Steve Schadler, President; Chris
Brown, Vice-President; Pete Weidenfeller, Secretary; and Jim
Rafferty, Treasurer.

Detour

SCHWEITZER
For Hope's

Student Congress
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An Open Letter To "Van
Vandervan":
If you're not brave enough to
admit who you are, there's no
way we're going to print the crap
that you wrote. Why don't you
|ust go back to the nursery school
you came from?
It's views like yours—serious
or not—which put aU of us in a
bad light. Grow up.
The Editors.

Dave Hoff

Twenty of us stood at the base
of Mount McLaughlin, 3950 feet
above sea level, at 8 a.m, last
Saturday. The leader explained
the trail we would climb—bear
right, then bear left, then go up
FRATERNAL—Over the summer a new section of cement was (and up and up). Fill your water
bottle now, he said, there's no
added to the rear of Fraternal cottage, eliminating some of the streams on the trail.
parking problems of the past. According to Ray Woo, resident
All of us—18 a d u l t s , 2
assistant of the cottage, the cement slab created three partking children—listened intentively,
spaces for use by members of the fraternity who live at the house. planning to reach the summit
Woo also said the carpeting in the living and kitchen areas have five and a half miles away. But
been steam cleaned this past week. A number of screens and light no one listened as closely as
Evan, a six year old who had
bulbs have also been replaced.
never climbed a mountain.
Officers this term are: President Marcel Sales, Vice-President
The morning, like most late
Kraig Peterson, Treasurer Todd Van Bemmelen, and Secretary summer mornings In the mounTim Newburg.
tains, was cool, and we wore flannel shirts or wool sweaters along
KNICKERBOCKER—Officers for this term include Rodney with cotton shorts. Our day packs
Brush as President, Norm Bingham as Vice-President, Ron held sun screen and sun glasses,
as well as lunches arid water botLawrence as Treasurer, and Dan Umemori as Secretary.
tles, for the midday sun would be
Brush indicated the Knlcks are getting ready for homecoming
intense 2,500 feet above.
with traditional events of an open house and dance. Other annual
"Evan, where's your hat?"
events Include the blood drive and bottle drive, held later in the asked his father.
"It's in the van," the rookie
year.
said.
"Evan," spoke the voice of exI.F.C.—Mike Goyne, President of the Inter-Fraternity Council,
stated that the first week in November will be "Greek Week." perience, his ten year old
brother, "you'll need your hat
Goyne went on to say that each fraternity will have one night of when we get to the top."
the week to have formal open houses for perspective rushees.
"It's right over here on the
Other activities In the past have Included jello eating contests and seat. I'll get it."
other fun events aimed at demonstrating Greek spirit and
Mount McLaughlin formed
thousands
of years ago when
brotherhood.
lava oozed from its top. The ash
ALPHA PHI—Members of the Alpha Gamma Phi sorority will burned a steep ridge down the
be holding a yard sale on Thursday, September 18 and Friday, sides and settled around the
base. As a result, the trail starts
September 19 at 96 E. 15th St. The sale will be open from 11 a.m. to with gradual inclines among
5 p.m. each day, with the proceeds going to help fund fall events.
trees before It turns Into a steep
Officers for the sorority are: President Amy Duford, Vice- climb on rocks and fine, volcanic
President Liz Langenberg, Secretary Jodi Norman, and dust.
Scott, Evan, and their father
Treasurer Elke Sappok.
led the way at first. The college
students followed their slow
DELTA PHI—Last Friday, September 12, the Delta Phi sorority
pace, but soon began to pass.
sponsored a dance in the Kletz. The dance was termed a total suc- As I walked by, I paused to talk
cess, with music provided by Marc White. A date nite is also being with Scott.
"How vou doing Scott?"

Energy.. .Experience • ••

Vander Van'

"Pretty good. This Is the easy
part. The hard part Is the rocks
when we get above the tree line."
" Y o u ' v e c l i m b e d Mt.
McLaughlin before?"
"Yeah, this Is my fourth time."
Well, see you at the top, I
thought as I excellerated by.
I've climbed the verdant, hilly
trails of Apalachia. They offer a
challenge, and can be down right
strenuous, but I expected no problems from the dormant volcano.
After a mile, I shed my flannel
shirt. Ten minutes later, I wrapped a bandana around my brow.
My armpits began to perspire,
despite the guarantee of my antlpersplrant. I took a quick drink.
I stumbled when I reached the
rocks Scott forewarned me
about. My cotton shirt had been
soaked, and drops of sweat rolled
down my chest. My heart pounded and my lungs gasped, but I
could see the peak that I thought
was my destination.
I rested underneath the last
pine on the trail, and It restored
me, for the next thirty steps. I
began to stumble and slip all
over again, and I paused between
steps, trying to gather more
energy.
I reached the peak, exhausted,
only to find it to be a false peak
that hid the actual summit. I sat
on a rock and contemplated my
situation.
"I could stay here. The breeze
is cool. It's been a good enough
workout for one day. I really
shouldn't extend myself."
I was content to stay on my
rock, until Scott appeared from
around the corner.
"We're almost there," he announced. He didn't need to catch
his breath. I pretended not to be
tired. We walked together.
"The good thing about climbing a mountain," he told me,"is
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that when you get to the top, you
know you can do the rest because
you have to come down if you
want to go home."
And I wanted to be home as
soon as possible.
"I hate this part," Scott said
when our feet began to slip
backwards In the fine, loose dust
left by the volcanic eruption.
"But I guess you get more exercise because you go backwards
some of the way."
I don't need exercise; I wanted
food and water. I nodded agreement, and kept my eyes on the
summit.
Soon after, we reached the real
peak. It was almost painless.
Scott's cool demeanor and quiet
confidence sparked me to my
goal.
"What time Is It?" Scott asked
when we relaxed at the top.
"Quarter to twelve," someone
said.
"I almost made my goal. I
wanted to be here by 11:30."
I was happy to be here.
Fifteen minutes later, Evan
and his father arrived.
"I only stopped twice: once for
water and once for raisins," the
six year old announced. I had lost
track of my stops and had drunk
a quart of water.
"Scott," the young mountaineer told his brother. "Now
t h a t I ' v e c l i m b e d Mt.
McLaughlin, I can do anything."
"No you can't." Experience
breeds skepticism.
We ate lunch and listened to
Evan talk about his first mountain conquest. Twenty minutes
later, with cautious but confident
steps, the rookie and the veteran
began their descent.
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fof ing Tips
ELECTIONS FOR THE NEW STUDENT CONGRESS
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE HELD NEXT MONDAY. B E
SURE TO VOTE. THERE WILL BE POLLING PLACES AT
BOTH PHELPS AND IN THE KLETZ.
AS WE'VE STATED BEFORE, THIS YEAR'S STUDENT CONGRESS HAS THE POTENTIAL TO DO THINGS; LOTS OF
THINGS.
BUT THERE NEEDS TO B E REPRESENTATIVES WHO ARE
COMMITTED TO WORKING FOR THEIR CONSTITUENTS,
PUTTING THE TIME IN TO SOLVE COMPLICATED PROBLEMS.
BEFORE YOU CAST YOUR VOTE FOR THE PEOPLE WHO
ARE GOING TO REPRESENT YOU, THINK ABOUT THE
FOLLOWING POINTS:
- H A S THE CANDIDATE HAD EXPERIENCE ON STUDENT
CONGRESS BEFORE? IF HE OR SHE HAS, THAT'S A PLUS
BECAUSE THAT PERSON ALREADY KNOWS WHAT'S GOING
ON. HE (OR SHE) PROBABLY ISN'T GOING FOR THE
RESUME REASON EITHER BECAUSE SHE (OR HE) HAS
ALREADY GOT IT.
- I S THE CANDIDATE AN UPPERCLASSMAN? WE DO NOT
WANT TO COME DOWN ON THE FRESHMEN, BUT UPPERCLASSMEN DO KNOW A BIT MORE ABOUT WHAT IS GOING ON AROUND HOPE AND HOW THINGS WORK, AND
THAT'S A PLUS.

- H A S THE CANDIDATE COME AND TALKED TO YOU, NOT
ONLY TO ASK FOR YOUR VOTE BUT TO ALSO S E E WHAT
YOU'RE CONCERNED ABOUT? FANCY POSTERS AND F R E E
CANDY MAY MAKE A NICE CAMPAIGN GIMMICK, BUT THE
PERSON YOU ELECT IS GOING TO HAVE TO R E P R E S E N T
YOU, AND THE ONLY WAY TO REPRESENT YOU PROPERLY IS TO TALK TO YOU.
- I S THE CANDIDATE HARPING ON JUST ONE ISSUE?
WHILE REPRESENTATIVES WITH SPECIAL INTERESTS
ARE BENEFICIAL, SOMEONE WHO IS ALREADY POUNDING
AWAY AT A SPECIFIC ISSUE MAY E N D UP BOGGING STUDENT CONGRESS DOWN WITH REPEATED ATTEMPTS TO
INITIATE ACTION ON SOMETHING MOST STUDENTS ARE
NOT CONCERNED ABOUT. MAKE SURE THE CANDIDATE
YOU VOTE FOR HAS YOUR CONCERNS IN MIND AND IS
OPEN TO OTHER ISSUES WHICH HE (OR SHE) MAY NOT
HAVE THOUGHT ABOUT YET.
THOSE ARE JUST A FEW HELPFUL TIPS TO GUIDE YOUR
VOTING DECISIONS. UNLIKE IN THE PAST FEW YEARS,
CONGRESS IS IN A PRIME POSITION TO GET SOMETHING
DONE ON CAMPUS.
YOUR VOTE WILL HELP DETERMINE WHAT THINGS—IF
A N Y - W I L L GET DONE. SO TAKE YOUR VOTING SERIOUSLY, IT COULD ACTUALLY MAKE A REAL DIFFERENCE
THIS YEAR.

photographer. Flashes were being flared and film was being usTo the Editor:
representatives wield far more
And now, finally, you wonder ed as fast as toilet paper, while
This is not a lecture on the influence than their numbers how to contact this worthy group. Hope students gave their best
abuses of power and money, but would seem to indicate. Thus, a On Hope's Campus there is a angle. It would seem that such
of their constructive uses. This few concerned citizens can, Hunger Group that will be work- pictures would be greatly enletter will tell you, a student, how through letter campaigns and ing with Bread for the World this joyed by parents to see how their
to wield your immense power other media, initiate and pass year. The Hunger Group has - sons and daughters spend their
and resources in ways that will legislation that has great and meetings every other Sunday tuition at Hope. Better yet, the
alleviate hunger for many peo- widespread impact on the pro- evening at 7 p.m. in apartment A- police could send copies to Hope
ple. Now you might be wondering blem of hunger.
4 of College East. The next so that next year's catalog would
what this great source of power
This is a great idea you say, m e e t i n g is t h i s S u n d a y , have a unique cover, accurately
and money is that you've and perhaps you wonder if such a September 21, and vou are describing "Life at Hope."
U n f o r t u n a t e l y , the
overlooked for so long. It is your group of citizens exists. Well, welcome!
p h o t o g r a p h e r f o r g o t to
U.S. citizenship!
such a group does exist, and its
Sincerely,
photograph the police officer who
We have a democracy in which name is Bread For the World.
Paul Harper
grabbed one student to the side to
each citizen has the right to ac- Though its members number onexplain his good intentions with
tively participate in the affairs of ly in the tens of thousands, it has
an elbow to the neck and face.
government, but not many do. succeeded in legislating funds for
Upon asking an explanation for
Therefore, the citizens that do reducing and preventing famine
the officer's action, the student
make their views known to their in the ten of millions of dollars!
was asked if he would like to
spend the night in jail. The
Published weekly throughout the Hope College school
photographer said a flashlight
year, except during exam periods and college vacations, by
over the head would be more apand for the students of Hope College, Holland, Michigan,
Dear Editor:
under the authority of the Student Communications Media
A few weeks ago it was found propriate. To prevent further
Committee. Subscription price: $12 per year (what a deal).
that the Holland Police are kept
Office located on the first level of the DeWitt Center, back in
busy at night by greeting
a corner of the Student Office A r e a .
students at Hope College parties.
Telephone 394-6578
It
is on this subject that I would
The opinions on these page are not necessarily those of the
like to comment. I will specificalstudent body, faculty, or administration of Hope College.
ly describe what happened at one
The Hope College Anchor
social gathering.
Typists: K.L. Harter, Jocelyn Jonikas,
At this particualr party, apWendy West, Judy Belles
proximately ten to twelve police
Layout Assistant
Marci Kampschroer
officers
burst into the backyard
Advertising Manager
Jon Vander Velde
of
one
house
from all sides, burnBusiness Manager
Katey Vierkorn
ing the retinas of every eye in
Contributing Editor
Greg Olgers, Forrest Hoover
sight with their blinding lights.
Photo Editor
Raul Chamness
Entertainment Editor
Dave Hepenstal
Students were grabbed and askFeature Editor
Whitney Leigh
ed questions at an unbelievable
Sports Editor
Ben Hanneman
rate.
Assistant Editor
....Brian Breen
Many of these "hardened
Insulting Editor
Phil Tanls
criminals"
couldn't answer the
Editor-in-Chief
Lou Valantasis
question good enough, but then
maybe talking to someone with a
POSTMASTER: Send address, changes to Hope College
flashlight the size of a baseball
Anchor. Hope College, Holland, Mi USPS No. 542110.
bat, three inches from their nose,
Funding for this activity is provided by the Student Activity
made
it difficult.
Fee through the Student Congress Appropriations CommitAlong with the police, there
tee.
w a s t h e i r own n r t v a t e

Hunger Group Exists

Police: Good

or Bad

problems from this criminal,
four additional officers came to
the rescue by pushihg the student
to the side for additional harassment.
The overview of this situation
seems to point out that the police
are out to end Hope gatherings on
weekend nights. Anything from
spy techniques to brute force are
fair game when the intentions
are bringing Hope students to
justice.
In conclusion, it seems that it
has come to the point where laws
against drinking have a two-fold
perspective. Alcohol and parties
are outlawed to prevent students
form having a good time and or
to ban Hope students from this
"thriving metropolis," so that
the police can attend to lesser offenses such as drunk driving,
rape, robbery, and so forth.
Sincerely,
Kraig Peterson
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Death Row
Plea

Left of Center

Dear Editor,
I am a man on Indiana's death
row. The reason I am writing to
you is because 1 hope you and
your school will be able to help
me with a problem I have. You
see, after a period of time when
you are incarcerated, especially
on death row which is a
segregated unit, one tends to
become somewhat isolated from
his fellow man. The way you
might help me is this, perhaps
you could put a small personal ad
in your school newspaper stating
that I wish to correspond with
people close to my own age (22
years).
I hope to find people to correspond with for two reasons. One
reason is to show that all men
sentenced to d e a t h a r e n ' t
necessarily cold blooded and
vicious. The second reason is
that I am lonely and correspondence might help dispel
that lonely feeling.
I would be grateful if you could
run either this letter, or a short
ad stating that I wish to correspond, in your school newspaper.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Jay R. Thompson
P.O. Box 41-13149
Michigan City, IN
46360

Secretaries
Responsible
To the Editor:
The other day I was at the
store, looking at ice cream, and I
noticed something that has been
bothering me since. Here is how
it works: The dust under my
couch is called "lint." There is a
candy called "mint." If I run too
much, I get shin "splints." There
is a city in Michigan named
"Flint." My friend drives a small
Ford, called a "Pinto." But when
I buy a small quantity of ice
cream in comes in a "pint." Why
is that?
It probably seems that I am
splitting hairs here, but I do not
understand how the developers
of the English language could
have made such an oversight.
They must have been pretty
smart people, and I am sure that
they would have checked their
work. I do not think they were
responsible for the problem. I
think was their secretaries.
Sincerely,
Carl E. Heideman
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Do We Have A Right To Know?
The purpose of this column
throughout the year is to incite
comment and discussion, and
hopefully, to c r e a t e some
positive responses to a few definciencies on campus. Some things
I write about may seem esoteric,
for those I apologize. It does appear to me, though, that there
are a few sacred cows around
that could use some discussion. It
is my wish that I approach them
in a constructive manner.
Do the students have a right to
know? It is a question that I have
been asking a lot of people lately
To know what? To know about
the occurence of violent crime on
the campus of Hope College.
There seems to be growing
evidence that the occurence of
violent crime, especially sexual
assault, is not being relayed to
students. Instances such as rape,
which sources have indicated to
me numbered between 4 and 6
last year alone, are events that
seem to go by with only a slight
caution to RAs. It leaves the rest
of the unsuspecting Hope campus
in the dark.
How often have you seen a girl
walk alone at night, or ever so

casually selected a person she is
going to date? Is it even a threat
that most of the females on our
campus are aware of? If, as I
have been informed, somewhere
near 5 rapes took place last year
(and I would assume a number of
lesser sexual assaults) that converts to nearly one instance per
month. Is there a conscious effort
on the part of some people in the
administration to keep Hope
campus outwardly " s a f e " to
keep fear from sweeping campus
and to maintain a good image for
our friends and alumni? Is our
safety worth that?
In discussing this problem with
a variety of people one of the concerns that was voiced to me was
of a panic which might make
female students wary of every
male walking on campus at
night, or might immobilize them.
Is there a proper approach? Is
shock treatment—raw deatails
posted only—the answer? It
would seem that a program of.
education in conjunction wiUi
reports of these occurences is the
best way to sensitize the student
body to the problem and the need
for students, especially women,
not to be careless when walking
on campus.

MO/ & Vous
Welllllll, vacation was just
wonderful pour moi last week,
but I'm back and ready to sling
mud, dirt, and other unmetionables at anyone and everyone
who's got some dirt behind them,
a skeleton in their closet or whatnot...
RUMOR has it that there's some
unrest in the brand-spankingnew back-by-popular-demand
Centurion f r a t e r n i t y : v e r y
unorganized, don't have exact
plans for beginning. Also, too
many cliques within the
"brothers." Kind of reminds me
about the frat Lambda cubed in
the classic film "Revenge of the
Nerds."...
SAY, has anyone else heard that
there may be Hope College
students who are informants for
the pubes and the cops? Just how
do the police know where all the
parties are? Even the ones that
are quiet and controlled?...
OOPS, I got something wrong in
my last column. Yes, REM is
coming to Grand Rapids, but
they're gonna be playing in
Welsh Auditorium...date is October 18, during fall break, and
tickets are on sale NOW...
ALSO, I've discovered that ELP
is gonna be playing in Battle
Creek on the 16th of October. It's
gonna be labled as an evening
with them, which means three
hours of classic music. Tickets
on sale soon...
THERE'S been talk that a pretty
sandy blond took a semester off
(last spring) to have a 6 pound
kid...
DING seems to be making the
rounds again. Is she ever gonna
stop? Who's she gonna get this
time...?
WHAT hanger is the JET landing

Recently I spoke with a
graduated Calvin student who
remembered this very issue rais
ed in the student paper there.
The fact that violent crime was
not being reported to students
seemed to put the majority of unsuspecting students—feeling safe
in their self contained campus—at risk.The end result was
what occurs to my knowledge at
Calvin now; instances of assault
are posted throughout campus.
The students are sensitized to the
need for safety, and the school
has not lost face. More lights
were added in sections that
previously were dark and good
places to stalk a victim.
It would seem that the safety of
the students at large should be
the first priority—keeping quiet
seems to directly violate a trust
that the students have that the
school will look after their safety—and Inform them In very concrete terms when precautions
are necessary. It might prevent
some of these Instances In the
future.

Big Brother

Obnoxious
In this weekend? And how about
the last? Will he ever run out of
gas?...
I HEARD that Rob Lowe has only one testicle! And that he's
GAY and caught AIDS from his
girlfriend! Confirmations,
anyone?...
Geez, we sure print some trashy
stuff...fun, huh?
GOT some more Information on
the Boss's new album. It's gonna
be a single LP with live stuff
taken from his entire career.
Look for it this fall...
CAN It be that the cool, green
eyed blond beauty whose Initials
are S.A.R.A.H., has finally met
the man who can build a fire in
her and heat her up? Want to say
anything about this, Tim?...
"Thin Thighs In 30 Days"
available at Van Zoeren Library.
MUST reading for everyone who
eats at Phelps...
OR how about "30 Days to a Sexy
Stomach." Glad they're spending our money wisely on these
needed research books...
WARNING! It has been brought
to my attention that NARD
VALLEY WINE COOLERS give
you the flu...
MEN BEWARE! The fairy baker
is at It again. There Is more cookIng In t h e b a k e r y t h a n
pasterles...
Freshmen—ask someone what
that means...
IT'S reassuring to know that
Prez Van Wylen Is close to his
$26,000 goal for fundraislng. Lost
a few zeros somewhere, eh?...
I would like to officially award
the Theatre Department the

scandel of the year award for last
school year: 2 profs and six girls.
Gonna try and top It this year?...
Ah, bureaucracy! Ah, IBM! Ah,
yes! Our beloved new copier in
Van Zoeren can't be fixed
because the silly coin-op portion
of It was affixed in such a way as
to block the process of opening
the machine up. Thus, It sits
there, paper jammed In It, and
nothing anyone less than a professional can do. Good Job...
Have the COSMOS hired a
lawyer to beat the bum rap they
got from the Administration
because of their party over the
Labor Day weekend?...
WHO was the one who Instigated
the Idea of the fines—$200 per
person—for the frats? Everyone
on the punishment committee
has denied doing it...
AND why the sudden back down
from those exhorbltant yet effective fines? Could the Administration be afraid of bad publicity?...
The LOFT Is opening for
business soon! 4 good looking
guys anxious to meet good looking young women and willing to
meet their needs In any way.
That was a paid announcement.
These guys must be pretty
desperate...
IS our Illustrious second vlp doing his work or is there a mystery
woman who obeys his every command?...
HEY! PARK AID tickets are going to go on sale next Monday at
both the Anchor office and City
Hall with more places to be announced. They'll also be sold outside of the cafeteria sometime In

October. Don't miss out on what
could be the best concert In
Holland this decade. General admission tickets are but $7 In advance, with a limited number of
reserve seats going for $12...
THAT was also a paid announcement but a darned good one...
I'LL definitely be there. But,
then again, BIG BROTHER is
everywhere. Neat trick, eh?...
RUMOR has it the yearbook will
be out in early October...
GOT some dirt or mud about someone? Got a neat fact that you
think the world should know?
Send It to me. Big Brother, in
care of the Anchor and I'll see
that it gets in print...
MUSIC newz...at the Michigan
Theater in Ann Arbor come the
following Fun Things: Philip
Glass on November 1 and Second
City on November 22...
SO, by now all of you MUST
HAVE heard about a former
cosmo president who ran off with
the GIRL of his dreams this summer. Quick, one, that...
ANYONE else hear that the
cops —those b e l o v e d
fascists—are going around with
pictures they took of people at
those parties they broke up and
telling those they find to turn
themselves in to the copshop! ?! ?
SO, for your protection, wear a
bag over your head...

THE ISSUE on everyone's minds
Is not alcohol. It Is: are Student
Congress representatives evenly
distributed around campus? Is
everyone represented equally?
Is It fair that all the cottages get
but one representative while College East gets two? And Brumler
and Park View each only get
one...hmmmmm. Maybe It's
time the old SC looked at It again.
Too late to do anything for these
elections
SPEAKING of elections, anyone
got any poop on campaign tactics. I haven't heard much of
anything. Except that it's
rumored PETER ESTELL
engineered the great "PsychoDentist" controversy just to get
his name in the paper before the
elections. See? He did it again...
THIS next one really pisses me
o f f : Did you k n o w t h a t
"YOUNGBLOOD" is gonna cost
SAC the same amount as "THE
COLOR PURPLE?" Just what is
going on around here? WHY is
SAC getting "Youngblood" In the
first place? It's Fall Break then
and nobody's gonna go see It. No
one would have gone anyway.
The movie sucks. Rob Lowe is a
geek. Get a REAL movie,
guys!...
Well, I'm just filling space, so
I'm gonna get the heck out of
here. Send me your poop!...
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Lobisco... Student Congress representative... energetic
and running at large... Lobisco
From coast to coast, '89 is the
most... Na na na na na na, Na na
na na na na, Na na na na na na na
na na, Na na na na na na...
Bye Doris !!
Bart: "We are now laughing" Ber
Free !! to any member of UAW
86: One zink complete with sewer
flies. First come, first serve Partners in crime
F R I D A Y . . . B l a c k
river...SOPHOMORE... Pull
Team... FRESHMEN... All wet
!!!
Wait-a-minute ! we miss you
Dave!!
The Vorhees morgue: Can it rise
again ?
*89 CLASS
Alpha Phi Omega starts Sept. 22
with an ice cream social in the
OtteRoom. .
To the girls who stole our pirate
flag: we want it back. Or else...
PA PA PA PA OOM A MOW
MOW PA PA OOM MOW MOW
To the Capitol: You guys are the
g r e a t e s t !! T h a n k s f o r
everything - The First Lady
You never close your eyes... And
there's no tenderness...

Chockachoi Forever !!!
Hey Bowser... You'll never make
it as a stand-up comedian !! Or is
it lay-down?
For - Thanks for the shoulder...
And for being there !
'89 BROS... wish all the ladies...
!!!...!!!

Alpha Gamma Phi RUMMAGE
SALE
"GOOD STUFF" includes:
some sports equipment, old
record players and speakers,
carpeting, games, beanbag
chair.
ALL SORTS OF JUNK.
Thursday and Friday of this
week from 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
at 96 East 15th Street, between
Columbia and College.
Come to buy or donate something
you want to get rid of!!! All unsold items wSl be donated to the
Salvation Army.
BIG BROTHER LIVES. Every
week in MOI & Vous. Only in the
Anchor.
Scott—if you'll be my bodyguard
I will be your long lost pal.
-Whit.
I can call you Scotty and Scotty
when you call me you can call me
Al.
Sal—Wish you were here.
Corisa, You're an awesome
morale girl. Keep breathing with
me. Pee Wee

Christine, With the atitude, the
form, and the headback, nothing
can stop us. Bowser
Jilly Max, Don't sweat the small
stuff ! I love you super tons !!
Smile ! - Diane
From east to west, '89 is the
best... Na na na na na na, Na na
na na na na, Na na na na na na na
na na, Na na na na na na
Alpha Phi Omega invites all to its
Fall Rush event on Sept. 22, an
ice cream social in the Otte
Room.
FRESHMEN: You are now in
RADAR RANGE
You're looking GRRREAT ! '89
!! Keep the spirit alive !!!
'89 PULL TEAM - Get psyched
for a new year ! Pull Pull Win
Win Win!!
Anchor personals cost only a
nickel ! Drop them off to the office by Friday !!
Ooo Michelle, you better watch
those loud stairway gatherings.
You'll get busted you know.
Diane, Did he come over in his
jammies ?
From coast to coast - '89 is the
MOST!
WHO ARE WE ? '89 !!!!!!!

September 1 7 , 1 9 8 6
Our guys can C-O-P-E Cope with
the R-O-P-E rope and we L-O-VE love our guys from H-O-P-E
Hope !! They are the B-E-S-T
best of all the R-E-S-T rest, and
we L-O-V-E love our guys from
H-O-P-E.
Down by the river... took a little
w a l k . . . m e t up with the
freshmen... had a little talk... we
pulled them in the river... and we
hung'em on the line... we can
beat the freshmen... any old time

I found an offer for high-quality,
double sided, double density mini
discs, 100 percent certified,
tested to 60 percent or higher clip
levels, not less than ten million
read - write passes. They were
selling for $.45 each. I had to buy
100 to make the minimum order
and am willing to sell 50, first
come first serve. Call 399-5925.
To Kira: Forever young. Peace.
I love you. - Ben
'89 coaches: With all your love,
support, and dedication we can
do it ! We love you ! - '89 Pull
Team
,
,
Wyma-san, Sumimasen - streetcar wa do ko deska ? from, the
Queen of Neon
D.D. to Dr. Marchuk, "What's
wrong with me ? I'm female,
you're the biologist, you figure it
out!"
BROADWAY WILL NEVER
DIE !! The memories will last
forever
'89 Reach ! From the heart!!

M

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-89 !!
14 years ago was the last time
(Class of '75), will it happen
again ??
To M.K.: May I rent that yella
robe ? I love you - Ben
Aren't you glad you're a Frater
?!!!

Hey Schu, oops I mean jek,
Futher Mucker!
Dave Kingman - the him that he
isj
B.K. wants it!!

$ EASY MONEY!! I will pay $25 for your phone book.
Call Lee Ramsey Collect

Hey white family - Somebody
better get me a bus - girll!! from
Lemon

at: (615) 577-7237
After 6:00 PM
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Now he knows
but there is
nothing he can
do. He will die
poor and
unloved. Let's all
laugh.

